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FISCAL AND IMPLICATIONS OP MANDATORY
CONTINUING EDtICATION IN THE HEALTH PROFESSIONS

This report is the second'and final document peoduced by the staff-

of the California Postsecondary .Education Co&mission on the subject

of mandatory. continuing education in the health sciences. The

fif.st report, Mandatory Continuing Education in the Health Profes-

sions, dealt with the basis in lay and.regulation for the continuing

education requirements in those lialth profesdions for which thd

California Legislatute has either mandated or authorized licensing
boards to establish educational prerequisites to -relicensure.. This

current.report examines fiscal implications--for the'licensee, for

State goveramene,, and for the consumerof having continuing educa-

tion requireMents in he health professions. ,It also considers the.

relationship of these fiscal matters to public policyin this area.

Like the first repoit, this report has been prepare& under a con-

tract,with the COntinuing Education Committee of the Statewide Area

Health Education Center System.. I:The study leading to the report

was funded at deast in pare by Cooperative. Agreement No. DHHS

gU01-PE40053-03 between the System and the Division of Medicine,

Bureau of Health Professions, Health Resources Administration,

United States Department of Health and Human Services.
, e

The initial report examined the, provisions of _the Business and

Professions Code of the State of Califbrnia which require orauthor-

ize continuing education in various health professions, and the

provisions of Title 16 of the CaliforRia Administrative Code which

represent the regulationd developed by the several licensiog bodies

to implement the requirements for continuing education. In that

leport, Commission,staff concluded that: (1) continuing education

s not always as .mandaeory as one might eipect, in that three

. boards whiCh have been authorized to-administer requirements fOr

professions under their jurisdiction have not. chosen to impleMent

any requirement; (2) no clear-cut rationale or unifying concept of

continuing education is evident throughout the requirements which

do exist; -and (3) no clear expectation of public benefit from
mandatory continuing education seems to exist in statute or in

regulations developed by the various boards. In other ilords, the

purpose of ma,ndatory continuing education is rather unclear.

4.

HowdVer, in exploring the fiscal implications of mandatvy continu-

. ing education in the present report, it is necessary.to assume that

such education serves a udeful social purpose--presumably in pro-

tecting the public from health irofessionals alinrknowledge and

skills have not kept up with current practice. It is easier to
make coit-benefit comparisons when one of the variables s held

fr/
-1-
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constant.' Assuming the social benefits of mandatory continuing

education will permit us fo make such comparisons,.after which the

assumption can be reexamined.

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS FOR THE LICENSEE

It is necessary first to examine the costs of mandatory continuing

education to those health professionals who must acquire a specified

number of hours of.such education before being iplicensed. Profes-

'sionals in this.category-are the following: chiropractor, dentist,

hearing aid dispenser, licensedivocational nurse, onurse-(including

nurse practitioner, public health nurse, nurse anesthetist, and

nurse midwife), nursing home administrator, osteopath, pharmacist,

physician, podiatrist, registered dental assistant, and registered

dental hygienist. Practitioners in these fields are required to

take'an average-of from 6 to 50 hours of continuing education

annually, and, except in dircumstances to be noted shortly, to pay

'Ior.such education themselves.

No direct.:4tate supliort goes to either the practitioners who take

continuing education courses, or to the providers who preseiA,

them. Expenses for 'such education ace generally tax-deductibfe, of

course, but nevertheless distinct odt-of-pocket costs are normally

associated with meeting continuing educatiqu requirements. Some

practitioners in the liSt above do not have bigh salaries or profes-

sional compensation; vfor such practitioners,,cpntinuing educatipn

,can be a finantial hardship. Even for those professionals. whose

tomPensation may be substantially higher, e. g., physicians and

dentists, participation in continuing education may represent

considerablefidancial sacrifice, in-thatchigh fees may be required

for the education-at the same time'that income may be lost in not

seeing'patients while the overhead costs ot the practice continue.

The cost of the education may be partially offset by taX deductions,

but the lost income produces no corresponding_tax offset--unless

losing money is considered the ultimate tax shelter.

A quick set of hypothetical.but not4Unrealistic examples serves to .

illustrate the point., A nurse. making $18,000 a Year'might have-to

spend $60 for a one-day continuing education course that .tould meet

perhaps one-third of her annual continuing 'education requirement.

If she had'to give up a day of work to take'this course, her out-

of-pocket costs would more than double. (Because of the burden

that continuing education represents in both money and time, many

-hospitals are offering free continuing education on the prethises, to

nurses as a recruiting and retention incentive; but as will be

noted later, this practice ultimately adds to the cost of patient
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care in the hospital.) _By the same token, a physician making

$70,000 a year might spend $250 bit a one-day continuing educaeion.

course diat could meet perhaps one-fifthof his annual continuing

education requirement. But ohe might also have to forego patient

income of '$500 or $600 for the day while his office operating

expense of 4200 or $500 a day continued. In both cases--nurse and

physicibn--cbntinuing edue3tion has a very real price tag.

The costs of participation are greatest, of course, when the fracti-

-tioners are in relatiiiely ishlateOgeographical areas, too lightly

populated to'support continuing education activities locally. In

this case, health professionals have to travel significant d4stances

to participate in continuing education. Again, travel costs may be-

'tax deductible, but foregone income is notr.r It is interestihg to

note that the staff of1 the California Postsecondary. Education

CommiSsion in preparing the first report ih this series questioned

the staffs of the licensing bbardi about how the needs of ijracti-

tioners.in geographically isolated areas were taken into considera-

tion by the boards in'developing specific procedures to implement'

the continuing education requirement. No board staff indicated

that any' special efforts were made,to acdommodate the needs of
isolateepractitioners other-than through limited use of corfespon-

dence courses or perhaps videotape; several staffs even indlcated

that'they found that practitioners actually prefer the "day in the

city" approach, in contrast-to meeting the*requirement locally,

since it provides opportunities for professional and social contact

for the practitionersas/Well as shopping and entertainment oppor-,

tunities for Spouses. While this approach may indeed fit the
-traditionally more mobile profelgionhls such as physicians ana

dentists, there is some question as,to whether inirses, INNs, drug

store pharmacists, registered dental assistants, and nursing home

idministiators can afford to be that mobile if based in such places

as Alturas, Crescent City, Atascadero, Bishop, Needles,.or Blythe.

Congidering the impbssibility of delivering continuing education at

a profit ot even breaking even insome remote areas as well as the'

difficulty of practitioners finding the time and money to get to

the closest continuing education opportunities, it is remarkable

that the mandatory continuingseducation requirement works at all.

Certainly bthe decentralization of graduate medical education--as

stimulated by both the State's Song-Brown Act 'and by the federally

funded Statewide Area Health Education Center System of the Univer-

,sity of California, San Francisco-,-has been a key to making' such

locations as Fresno, Redding, Salinas, Stockton, Bakersfield,

Ventura, and San Bernardino into.centers where continuing education

in mediyine is available to large rural service areas. But in a

number of.the fieldsidentified above as being particularly vulner-

able to isolation, these mid-siZe communities generally do not have

any special educational resources which cin be utilized to regional-

-3-
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ize the delivery of continuing education in those fields. Even in

nursing, which isthe only pridarily hospital-based health profes-

sion .with A continuing education requirement,' the existence of

hospitals even in communities as small as several hundred people is

no assurance that a base exists for a continuing education program,

since--even if there w.dre enough nurses in the immediate vicinity

to make a program financiallysviableonly very limited educational

resources exist in many of these isolated communities.

To reiterate, it is indeed remarkable that continuing education

requirements are being met by health professionals'in isolated

areas. The price for this adcomplishment may ,be considerable

personal sacrifice in time and money beyond that expected of practi-

tioners in urban areas. But even tiban practitioners, while saving

on travel costs, still face the basic registration fees for continu-

ing education courses, fee§ that are not insignificant.

Before summarizing the level of these fees, it may be helpful to .

note how continuing education in the health sciences is marketed.

Usually someone in an organization which is a provider of continui

education, such as an educational institution, an association, o

entrepreneurial group, recognizes through an assessmentj of the

market aeopportunity-for a profitable continuing education course.

From abusiness.manaietent perspective, the fee for"the course is'

established to-Maximize profit--"whatever the market will bear.",

There are limitations to fees, however, including those of any .

marketplaceamong them, the availability of competition; and the

ability of the user to pay. Also, the.sponsoring organization may

.be a nonprofit organization, in which case'it may set the fZe loW

enough to recoup only costs.

The staff of the California Postsecondary Education Commission has
. -

reviewed a nUMber of continuing education brochures and has cofi-'

suited with health professionals in an.effort.to determine the

range of:fees for the continuing education courses currently avail-

able to health professionals in this State. From these ranges of

fees, a "representative" per-hour fee level has been selected for

each field for comparative purposes. This representative level is

only that, rather than a mode or mean or median; it is a fee level

that could and does exist in some courses without approaching the

upper or lower limits of fees. In Table 1, the number of licensed

practitioners is shown for each health field which has.a continuing

education requirement or authorization, together with the average

number of hours of continuing education needed annually to meet the

requirement, the "representative" cost per hour in fees, the annual

cost per practitioner, and the total annual cdst in fees for,each

health science discipline. -
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TABLE 1 ,

COST OF CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSE5 IN HEALTH SCIENCES

Approx-
imate
Number
Licensed

Profession 1981-82

Acupunéturist
.Animal Health
Tech4cian
Chiropractor
Dentist.
gearing Aid
Dispenser

Licensed/Voca-
tional Nurse

Nurse
Nursing Home,
Administrator

Optometrist
Osteopath
Pharmacist
Physician. '
Podiattist
Registered Den-

tal Assistant
and Registered
Dental Hygien-
ist

TOTAL, SUBJECT
TO MANDATORY
CONTINUING"EDU-

' CATI'ON

Average
Number of-'Repeesen-

Continuing tative

Education Cost per

Hours Hour of

Required Continuing

Annually Education

Annual Annual

Cost of Cost of .

Cohtinu- Continuing
ing Edu- Education
cation to, to Health

Licensee Profession

1,500

2,000
.5,800
25,500

880

67,250
198,100'

2,900
8,000,

1,250
27000

el
82,000,
2,000

20,150

432,830

0

0

12

25

6

J5
15

.20

0

50
15

25

25

2,5

--

$10

12

7

7

8

10.
1 WO

12

10

12

10

4

.11m.

$120
300

42'

105

120

200
--

600'

150

,300

250

50

696',poo

7,650,000

36,960

7,061,250,
S.

23,772,000

580,000

756,000
4,050,000

24,600,000
500,000

1,007,500

$60,703,710

Source of Number" of Licensees: 1982='83 GOvernor's.'Budget. Dental

auxiliaries are combined into a single,category in this source" It

should also be noted that in many fields a large number of the licensees

are"not physically located in California, even though they Maintain
California licenses.
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0bvicusly Table 1 only approximates wriat average fees for contirm.:

ing education may be to the health professional: Nevertheless, if

is reasonable,.using the representative per.hour costi' of continuing

educatibn credit .liste'd in the table, to assUme that the cost of
s.

continuing eduCation: courses to health professionOs or' their

employers may be in the order ot $60 million annually. This total

does hot include any additional expenses asociated with taking

such.coureselnly the course registration-fees.'

To provide some'perspective or comparability 'on the Size ofthis

outlay, one Can cothpare it'to student feet in 14her'educat'ion.

According to the,1982-83 Governor's Budget, in the University ot,

CalifOrnia in 1981-82 the two gajor.fees paid by students each ..,

produced an amount roughly cmparablektd.this continuing education - .

outlay, with the educabionjee producing $64 million and the regis"--

tration, fee producing $58 million.; Similarly, in the California

State University, student fees prodUced $68 million. The level of

these,charges to stddents is generally a,matter.of some awardness

and Concern by.the Legislature, buf.the level of outlay'for State-

mandated continuing education for.health professionals appears tO

be af,no interest t legislators,. This Jack of ihtereqt may reflect

the fact that the. users of continuing education are gainfully,

emplbyeAsas a benefit of Aeir licenses, or.it may be becatise the

'fees are not used as offsets to State budgets. In.any event, ,the

legislators who imposed the/tontinuing education 'requirements Might' ,

be,well advised to rvieW/Irom time tn time the costs that:they

have imposed uponlicensedprofessionals, particularly iiith reSpedt

to the public benefits that the legislators expect to achieve with -

mandatory continuing education.

4.

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS FOR ,THE STATE

Mandatory.continuinig education costs the State virtually n4hing,

either to deliver or to enforce through licensing &gentles yhich

derive their/revenue from fees. %Neither of the two major delivery

systems that supply''continuing education in the heaLth fields

receives General, Fund support for this spegific purpose. The

'private system, consists of professionaL issociatickis, torporations

(both profit and nonprofit), and private entrepreneurs., The public

system Consists primarily of"public institutions of highex education

but aldo includes public hospitals.

Thellargest-public provider of dontinuing education in the health

sciences in California is the University of California through its

five schools of medicine, two schools of dentistry, two schools of

nursing; one school of pharmacy, one school of optometry, one
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school of veterinary medicine, and.an affiliated school of podiatry.'

As'a general Policy, al 4. continuing education or extension programs

sponsored by the University pay theit own way, and no General Fund

or Regents' funds,are used for thdir support, although as will soon

be apparent, there are departurds fr5m this policy. No law or

Master Plan provision precludes th:42Se of State support for this

purpose, however, and through most the 1960s, University Exten-

sion did receivdsignificant amounts o Sta,te support. Even today

certain elements of office overhead for Univeksity Extension such

as utilities are absorbed in camplA.Genexal Fund budgets.

Without State support of programs, continuing education in the

health sciences 'for all practical purposes,is driven by the possi-

bility of making a "profit" on the courses offered. This situation

has btought .a number of levels of the Udiversity into continuing

education, sometimes in competition Nith each ,other. On the UC

health sciences campuses, this might mean that coqinuing education

programs are offered at the institutional level by University ,

Extension, at the college level by ,the medical or nursing nchool,

and even at the departmental ot divisional level by.a department of

otolaryngology or by ,an institute of neuropsychiatry.

This competition is not necessarily undesirable, but it does produce

two negative effects. First, the identification and serving of

needs tends to concentrate on the "profitable" markets, with the

result-that the larger vrew of continuing education's responsibility

to serve marginal or unprofitable.markets with revenues derived

from solid bread-and-butter programs often gets overlooked. Seconds

the disposition of the revenues becomes unclear, particularly with

respect to their use for salaries. At each campus level, University

staff members spend time administering continuing education, yet

their salaries are paid by General Fund sources--apparently in

disregard of the general intent of the Legislature. In the most

recent round of budget cuts within the University, several,continu-

ing education staff positions appear toshave been cut, and the

staff reassigned. This cfrcumstance strongly suggests that Gener l

Fund money has been going to the support of positions that were

used in' continuing educ tion, at'.'the same time that, substantial

revenues were being deriv d from continuing education courses.
f

At the level of University Extension, there are established policies

and procedureslor dispensing thel"profits" of continuing education,

but the same situation'does not exist at all-college or departmental '

levels. 'The awkwardness of this situation is compounded by the

development of foundations to handle continuing education and its

revenues at these other levels .of the campus; foundations are

notoriously difficult to monitor, and their growth may necessitate

some overview by the Legislature. An ambivalent situaeion exists

with,resptAxt to foundations, in that the Legislature wants to

-7-
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Ienc urageseducational program's to be'creative in finding external

sources of funding to reduce dependence on the General Fund, but is

reluctant to encoUrage the development of shadow funds, the disposi-

ion of which is not subject.to legislative review. .

'the California State University, the situation is somewhat

fferent, primarily becaujLoy'much less extensive development in

m st health sciences education fields. Nursing, however, is a

ma'or program within -CSU, and continuing education programs exist

in this field. Some General Fund movy has been APent on partial

support of the continhing education deadoffice at the campus

level, but this money :appgars to have beep eliminated frorh.the

upcoming budget. .lustitlitional, foundatiodS have 'been used on a

number of campuses, ,but oft occasion have acquired a reputation for

becoming 'involved in inappropriate activities. .

.
t

.
i

With this background esftblished, it is now useful' to explore

existing policies, and to ask:Oy professionals facing mandated

continuing education should be-expected to pay the full cost of

that education. Mandated continuing educatiqn in health and other

professions represents.the only compulsory postsecondary,educatlon

±n California. All other pottsecondary education is voluntary, and

in virtual.ly all other public postsecondary educatioh there is

State subsidy to some degree. For example, in the course of educat-

ing physicians, the students receiving basic undergraduate educa-

tion.in public institutions may contribute only a quarter of the

cost of that education. Medical education is similarly pricedat

least for the present. Graduate medical education or residency

training is free, and carries' a stipend. But postgraduate or

contin-ing medical education which is mandated more full by law

)
than a 1 but the first year of graduate medical educatigh must be

.;.-....paid f r in full by the learner, with the State offering no subsidy.

In its 1981 report', Linking ftlifornians for Learning, the Califor-

nia Postsecondary Education Commission observed that (p. 63):

Viewing continuing professional education as a major

public need does not imply.any. judgment that the State

should pay for it. 'Ensuring that a need can be met may

be distinguished from payinefor it.

This statement may appear to suggest that this agency ps Concluded

that the State,does not have any responsibility to share in the

cost of continuing education that it mandates. However, it is'iore

accurat4 to interpret the'statement as noting that it does not

necessarily follow that the existence of the need (and thus the

mandate) automatically means that the State should pay the costs of

meeting the need. Instead, if the State were to share in the

costs, then the reasons for doing so should be eilablished exter-

,



nally, and not der ved internally frbm the mere existence of the

need. This is not necessarily to argue that the State should pick.

up part of the cost of'mandatory continqing education, but it is to

suggest that some egternal.factort should be considered, particu-

larly the practice of requiring, without any State assistance, a

class of citizens' to spend its own money on the full costs of

Veducatiop which it must have periodically in pursuit of the right

eo work 'in a chosen field, while other citizens of die State par-

ticipate in education voluntarily and, for the most part, pay only

a portion of the costs of the eddcation.

Perhaps the most significant part of the earlier Commission observa-

tion is it6 second sentence,,not its first. rt infers that ensuring

the need sis met may be the State's responsibility, even if paying

the cost of-meeting. the need may not be. Again it may seem like

seMantic hairAplitting to explore the difference in these two

cOhicepts,-but7k'difference does exist. Ensuring that thel.need can

et may mean such t4ngs as the removal of fundamental liarriers

h preiient continuing educationlfrom succeeding, irrespective of

is paying for it. As-such, it may indeed.be the kind ok activi-

ty.i which the,State should be more fully involved--even if it

carries a price,tag of its jmn. In this sense, the abFence of a

-flexible and coordinated continuing education delivery.system in

California, made up of learning centers and electronic resources,

does retard the adequate development of continuing education in the

,health professions--along with other forms of postsecondary educa-

tionin areas Arne distance from Major centers of education. jf

the State. were to assume responsibility for development of the

physical foundation--the hardware--of such a learning network, then

certain tangible barriers to educational development could be

eliminated. The State as a facilitator would ensure-that the need

can be met, and the user could continue to pay for the programmatic

aspects of his or.her education.

In the present fiscal climate, the Possibility of the State support-

ing such a learning network is indeed remote.. There may be other

moments, however, when the State-can again address the problems of

physical and geographical access to postsecondary education. It

seems reasonable to expect that mandatdd continuing education

should receive some attention at that time in determinpg what

'gtate resources should be devoted to various needs. Or, alterna-

tively, there may come a time when the State will reconsider the

eff5Eaty and even th'd wisdom of the continuing education requirement

for health personnel.

-9-



FISCAL IMPLICATIVMS FOR THE HEALTH CARE CONStJ11ER

One might readily assume that if continuing-education is functibning

properly, healt.t, care can be delivered more cost effectively and

theoretically more inexpensively to consumers because of the addi-

tional training that health prdlessionals receive. From this

perspective, the most questionable kind of continuing educatican by

today's standards--that identified as "practice management"--may

haVe the most airect benefit to consumers. For example, those

professionals who operate office practices, such as physicians,

dentists, ostedpaths, podiatrists, and chiropractors, could run

their practices more cost effectively and thereby pass on to consumers

at least part of their savings if they yarticipate in continuing

education oriented toward practice management. Other practitioner;

who are already more involved in marketing, such as pharmacists,

nursing home administrators, and hearing aid dispensers, are prob-

ably\now participating in continuing education which has the poten-

tial for reducing costs for consumers. From this orientation,

mandatory continuing, education in the health professions appears

justified less because of public safety than because of economic

consumer protection--as with mandatory continuing education of real

estate personnel and accountahts. (The next Section of this report

notes how various states approch mandatory continuing education in

,a number of fields, including those in which the consumer's inter-

ests are more purely economic than in the health professions.)

It is quite possible, however, to deveojr1n antithetical point of

view which is also reasonable. It hoyds that State-mandated contin-

uing education of health professionals increases costs for consumers

of health care because'of the fact that continuing education repre-

sents a cost to health professions and, following the time-honored

premise of economics that "one man's price.is another man's cost,"

the-price of continuing ,education is ultimately reflected in the

cost of health care. Under this view of the health care market-

place, the costs of continuing education appear to add to the total

costs of health care, although by an amount which cannot be deter-

mined accurately..

Example.s of this high-cost assumption are more common than those of

the reduced-cost point of view. Thus the 1979 California State

Health Plan, drawing on the report of the Governor's SpeCial Commit-

tee on Health Care Costs, argues that the credentialing of health

care personnel--obviously including required continuing education
for relicensure--needs reform in -order to reduce the costs of

health care. It makes no estimate of potential cost savings, but

it recommends that "the benefits of existing healt0facility and

personnel licensure and certification regulations should be evalu-

N
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ated, the benefits ok future regulations demonstrated; and redundant

and dup4cation regulations eliminated" (p.'28).

The Rep of the Governor's Special Committee all Health Care Costs

.is equaky ge al on the matter of the relationship of credential-

ing requirements to the cost of...health, care, although it does

specifically refer to education as part of these requirements:

\Unnecessary requirements in the standards for training

required for tredentials .contribute to the total unnéc6-

sa cost of health care. The complex aa uncoordinated,

ture itself,'even though it is maintained principally

hrougheilicefitiate fees, nevertheless contributes to the

verall health care dosts(197.9, p.24).

Unfortunately,.neither the State Health Plan nor the'Report of the

Governor's Special Committee on Health_Care Costs discuss specific.-

ally the costs.of health care that are supposealadded by mandatory

'continuing education. Some measure of these costs'can be inferred,

.however, from_a statementfby Leonard Fenninger, vice president for

medical education.of the American Medical Association, in a 1980.

book by Keifh Alan Lasko, M. D., with the interesting title of The

Great Billion Dollar Swindle, to the effect that "continuing medical

education. now_costs about $4 billion a y .;.--including $750 million

l'?
for courses, study material, and travel' p.212). If California

is responsible for 10 percent of this to at, tome $75 million may

be spent annually out-of-pocket, by California p1 ians on courses-

at.rvel--anomount roughly comparable to the earlier estimate in

this paper of about...VS million for courses alone, apart fiom

travel costs. That leaves $325 million of the estimated $400

million.as California's share of the rest of the cost of continuing

medical education. This amountappears to be largely theresidual

cost to physicians of maintainiq offices together Kith the loss of

patient revenue during 'continuing education sessions. Regardless

of whether the costs are out-of-pgipket 'or residu.1, California

physiaians would seem justified in figuring.' e costs of continu-

ing education--all $400,milliorin pricing their services.

Some critics of mandatory continuing education sych, as Fenninger

and Lasko argue that it does not make effective use of physlcian

time nor provide the best means of insuring physician competence.

To assure-comi.etence, some of these critics are calling for periodic

relicensure through reexamination.' Yet eveni. if they. are eventually

successful in. eliminating mandatory requirements for continuing

education, some of these costs would remain because most physicians

wauld continue to pursue voluntary wntinuing education.

_n_



UBLI POLICY IMPLiCATIONS OF
MANDATORY CONTINUING EDUCATION

As an introduction. to a review of the implicatiOns foi pubric

policy which derive from the fiscal dimegsions of mandatory continu-

:. s ing elhication, Table 2i hows the status of required continuing

education among the 50 states and the,.District:of Columbia in 16

, diffetent 'Professions: nine in the health sciences (dentistt,
licensed practidal [vocational] nurses, nursts, nursing-home admin-

istrators, oPtometrists, pharmacists, physical theraPists, physi-.

cians, and veterinarians), two in the social sciences (psychologists

and social workers), and five in other fields (architects, certified

pUblic accountants& engineers, lawyers, an'd real estate personnel).

The symbols indicate Whether continuing educatiowis-(1) required,

by statute or regnlation, (2)requited under certain circumstances,

(3) permi;sive under enabling legisl:ation, and (4) required under

certain circumstances and by statute or regulation. Blank spaces

indicate no requirements.

Several things are immediately apparent from this table:

,First, states vary enormously in theirdisposition toward requir-

ing continuing education,,ranging from Iowa with 15 professions

affected and Kansas And New Mexico with013 eadt, to Connecticut,

Missouri, New York', and the District of Columbia with only two

professions subject to continuing education requirements.

Second:enormous variation also existg as to the extent of.,

regulations among the,prpfessions. Optometrists have some form

of regulation in 46 of the 51 jurisdictionl, while nursing home

administrators are iegulated.in 43 and 'certified public account-

ants in 38. .(In each of these cases, the rationale for the

requirements may be different, with optometrists possibly regu-

lated through the actions of..the profession itself in order to

attain recognition and comparabililty with physicians, nursing

home administratOrs regulated out of humanitarian coAcerns for

the welfare of elderly.patients, and CPAs regulated for economic

concerns.) The least universally regulated profetsionals of the

16.on this table are physical therapists in only three jurisdi-c-.X

tions and engineers in four.

Third, apparently no,two states agree on which of the 16'fields

need coatinuing education requirements. The median nuMber of

the 16 fields regulated i six; the mode is four ana seven.

California regnlates more than most with ten; only five states

regulate more than teh.
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TABLE 2. STATE REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION IN 16 PROFESSIONS
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'In assessing the meaning of these differences,for .state.policy, one

may well ask: Is life any safer, more healthful, or even more'

economically secure,dn those states that require continuing educa-

tion for license renewal in a number of professions than in those

states regulating onlya few...professions? Unless this question can

be answered with some degree of affirmatiou, the justification for

mandatory continuing education seems to evaporate. 4

;

SOME GUARDED OBSERRTIONS

So far in this report, as in its earlier report on the legal basis

of mandatory continuing education, the staff.of the California

APostsecondary Education Commission has.raised a number of questiqns

about requirements for continuing education. lfini, however, ap

least a few caUtious.conclusions are in order about the infervices

that can be drawn' for public policy from existing data.as well as

about issues that remain unresolved.

Consensus seems widespread,that all petsons trained in the

professions and in technology should be expected to learn more

about their fields throughout' their professional lives. Li-

censed health professionals, in particular, should be expected

to keep up systematically with development in, theii fields

because of the influence they exert on life and health .and

because of the rapidity*of technological change in their fields.

In the interest of better health of its citizenry, government

should both expect and encoutage health professionals to particil.

0
pate in'worthwhile continuing education activities.

A

Continuing education for health professionals probably serves

different purposes and has different foci among different fields

as well as among individual prattitioners within each field.

Thus for self-employed practitioners such as physicians, den-

tists,osteopaths, podiatrists, optometrists, veterinarians, and

chiropractors, continued education tends to concentrate on

developing greater.depth or specialization. In contrast, for

salaried practitioners such as nurses, LVNs, pharmacists, dental

auxiliaries, nursing home administrators, and hearing aid dis-

pensers, it may reflect more attention to the development of

breadth and flexibility. Yet neither the statutes requiring

continuing education nor their implementing regulations cur-

rently indicate what is expected ef the professional learner,

and little opportunity exists- for government encouragement'of

individualized patterns of systematic ongoing learning!
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tinder the. present system of mandatory continuing education, no

way exists to determine whether these educational activities are

achieving any usefulpurpose, For example no evidence is avail-

able that, as a result of California's.requirements, C4lifor-

nias are healthier than the residents of the26 states and

entities that do not require continuing education for physi-

cians, the 32 states that do not require continuing education

for nurses, or the 40 that do not require continuing education

fordentists-:

Assuming that the maintenance and enhancement of competence in

Aareas of professional practice are the purposes of educational

w.requirements for relicensure, the demonstration of such compe-
tence can be achieyed in other ways than by mandatory continuing

education. Comparisons of these alternatives to continuing

education can be helpful in examining the usefulness of current

,requirements.

A large amount of money is being spent'on continuing education

without much awareness or interest on the part of the State.

State government neither spends money nor collects money on t\he

continuing education it mandates, but almost half a billion

dollAs worth of such activity annually contributes to. higher

costs in medical care,alone. Voluntari continuing education,

which many health prifessionals would pursue regardless of any

requirement, would involve many of these same costs.

AccegS to. continuing education varies enormously from place to

place4and from profession to profession, and the State has done

little to address this problem.

In summary, the State, in the interest of assuring competence among

health professionals, has accrued a set of statutory requirements

for continuing education unclear in intent, inconsistent in empha-

sis, and inequitable in the burdens they place on geographically

isolated and low-income practitioners. These requirements, which

7 carry no financial benefit nor liability for the State but which

are costly to,professionals.and consumers alike, cannot in the end

provide absolute assurance of professional competence.

In this light, it is possibleeven easy--to be quite negative

toward continuing education reqpirements, as Governor Brown has

recently been in vetOing such a provision for psychiatric techni-

cians. Recent literature on the subject of continuing education

seems much more skeptical of.the benefits Of state-mandated educa-

tional requirements for relicensure than was the literature of the

early 1970s when the impetus toward expanding such requirements was

at its peak.



As educators, the seaff of the Postsecondary Education Commission

believesin the benefits of continuing.eduCation in the health

professions, but concludes. that In .its present form, mandated

continuing education for certain health,professions does not demon-

strate bedéfits c8mmensurate with its social costs. For this

reason, if.the State had as'sumed any measure of the direct costs of

administering continuing education during the past decade, the

staff suspects.that the Legislature would most likely have discon-

tinued this support during the recent budget crisis.

At least three alternatives seem evident for State policy in the

future.

The first is the status quo, or "muddle through" approach, toler-

able enough since it costs the state nothing in direct support.

The second is the abandonmeni. of requirements, inherently an attrac-

tive alternative since no social benefits are demonstrable at

present from the requirements. This change could be made with or

without adopting another means of assuring the competency of health

'professionals, but giving up all statutory means of maintainCng

their competency would not only be an abdicaticn of responsibility

but might be unrealistic in today's litigious society.

The third alternative would be for the State to reform present

continuing education requirements to make them more realistic,

mean*ngful, and workable in ways yet to be explored. The-Legisla-

ture might wish to reexamine the appropriateness of including

certain fields within the mandate for continuing education, the

effectiveness of the various boands in carrying out the.present

requirements, the need for evaluation of continaing education as a

means of assuring, professional competence, or the, use of other

methods to assure,this competence.'ftli alternative would undoubt-

edly cost the State money, but so.do most governmental activities

done in the name of public health and welfare.

The Commission staff makes no brief for any of these alternatives.

It does, however, suggest that an educational activity whose total

societal costs exceed half-lb billion dollars each year requires

more than head-in-the-sand oversight by the State.
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